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Did you know? The tallest wave ever surfed was a giant, 80-foot monster off the coast of 
Portugal. And the highest skateboard jump was over 25 feet high. Talk with your family 
about which sport you’d rather do and why! 

Activity 2       Reproducible Master

Work as a team to solve these sports math problems and help Snoopy 
decode a message! 

Part 2: Now, use the answers to create a letter key. 
Write each answer from Part 1 on the blank next to the 
problem number. Then use your key to decode Snoopy’s 
safety rule for kids about surfi ng and skateboarding. 
Write the letter for each number on the line above it. 

Part 1: Solve each problem below. 
Write your answer on the line.

1. Snoopy likes to surf. He is scheduled to surf at 
1:30 p.m. It’s 12:15 p.m. right now. How many 
minutes does Snoopy have to wait? _____

2. Snoopy has to swim out on his surfboard to 
“catch” a wave. In the morning, he swam 1 mile, 
took a break, and then swam another mile. In the 
afternoon, he swam 3 miles. How far did Snoopy 
swim today? _____

3. Snoopy decides to get a skateboard. The 
skateboard shop has 17 micro boards, 25 mini 
boards, 29 midi boards, and 32 full-sized boards. 
How many boards in all are in the shop? _____

4. When skateboarding on a flat surface, Snoopy 
travels about 7 miles per hour (mph). His speed 
picks up going downhill. How fast does Snoopy 
travel downhill? Solve this problem to fi nd out: 
24 ÷ 8 x 4 = _____  

5. Snoopy practices the Pop Shove It 360 trick, which 
causes the skateboard to rotate halfway through 
a 360-degree turn. How many degrees will the 
board rotate? _____

6. Snoopy’s friends join him at the skatepark. Now 
there are 16 friends skating at the park, including 
Snoopy. If each skateboard has four wheels, how 
many wheels are in use at the park? _____

7. Snoopy brought 48 pretzel sticks for his friends. If 
he divides them up evenly among himself and his 
friends, how many will each skater get? _____

8. Snoopy played hard this weekend. The fi rst 
day he surfed from 1:30 pm to 5:15 pm. The 
second day he skateboarded from 9:45 am to 
12:00 pm. How many total hours did he surf 
and skate? _____

1. E = _____ 2. L = _____    3.  Y = ______    4. M  = _____        

5. S = _____ 6. T = _____    7. W = _____  8. A = _____    

____         ____   ____   ____   ____   ____   ____ !
 6  75 5 12 75 64

____   ____   ____   ____   ____   ____           ____   ____   ____   ____
 6 5 3 6 103 180 3 75 6  
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